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Abstract
Segregating motorcyclists is one of the practices used to reduce motorcycle collisions with other road users. This study examined the relationship of motorcyclists’ psychology and their risky behaviours at these different types of motorcycle lanes. The risky behaviours were focused on their speeding and not wearing a helmet. The psychological determinants measured in this study were the desire to speed, attitude, perceived behavioral control, moral obligation, perception of danger, fear of being caught, and perception of others’ behaviours. Structural equation modeling (SEM) within LISREL was used to model speeding and neglecting helmet. The results show that the tendency to speed was stronger in exclusive motorcycle lanes, whereas neglecting to wear a helmet was most commonly occurred on paved shoulders. Regarding the psychological factors, motorcyclists’ perceived behaviours of others showed the strongest relationship toward both risky behaviours.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION
Motorcycles are the most common mode of transportation in Malaysia, Taiwan, Thailand and Vietnam. The relatively low price of motorcycles and their low fuel consumption are among the reasons why motorcycles are so popular in these countries (Hsu et al. 2003). Due to increasing usage, the number of motorcycle accidents and related fatal injuries in these countries are also increasing. Therefore, many previous studies have indicated that segregation using motorcycle lanes is the best method for reducing motorcycle collisions with other road users in these countries (Mohan 2002; Umar et al. 1995).

1.1 Motorcycle Lanes
In Malaysia, the usage of motorcycle segregated lanes started in the 1970s and was upgraded for safety purposes in the 1990s. Today, Malaysia has three common types of motorcycle lanes (Law and Umar 2005). The first type is the exclusive lane that totally segregates the motorcyclists from other road users. These paths are not constructed on the existing roads and only allow one-way travel in each lane. Usually, the exclusive lanes are built along both sides of an expressway. Based on “A Guide on the Design of Cycle Track” the width for exclusive lanes is supposed to be 2.0 to 3.5 meters, depending on the volume of motorcycles expected (Public Works Department Malaysia 1986). The construction of the first exclusive motorcycle lane reduced the percentage of fatal accidents involving the motorcyclists and other motor vehicles (Umar et al. 1995). In light of this success, the construction of other motorcycle lanes has become one of the primary road safety enhancements in Malaysia.

The second type is the inclusive motorcycle lane, which is usually constructed on federal or state roads. The appropriate width for the inclusive lane is similar to the exclusive lane. The speed limit for both exclusive and inclusive lanes is 60km/h, according to “A Guide on the Design of Cycle Track” (Public Works Department Malaysia 1986). However, the inclusive lane is different from the exclusive lane in the way that motorcyclists are being separated from other motorists only by pavement markings or a physical barrier on the left side of the existing road compare to being totally segregated in the exclusive lane.

The third type of motorcycle lane is a paved shoulder that actually functions as lateral support for the pavement.
Unlike the inclusive lane, the paved shoulder doesn’t have designated pavement markings or a barrier to show that it is a motorcycle lane. However, the use of the paved shoulder by motorcyclists is made mandatory by law and other motorists are prohibited from using the paved shoulder except in an emergency. According to the “Guide on Geometric Design of Roads” the width of the paved shoulder is variable (1.5 to 3.0 meters) and it is depending on the standards of the attached roads (Public Works Department Malaysia 1986).

Even though the existence of motorcycle lanes caused a decline in motorcycle crashes involving other motor vehicles, collision problems certainly have not been resolved. In particular, accidents that occur due to motorcyclists’ mistakes are still an issue. According to Tung et al. (2008), motorcycle crashes involving roadside objects occur even in exclusive motorcycle lanes. Many studies have focused on how the road users is affected by the road environment, such as the influence of lane markings (Hatfield et al. 2008; Van Driel et al. 2004), road signage (Crumdall and Underwood 2001) and the introduction of the bicycle lanes (Krizek and Roland 2005; Parkin et al. 2007). However, the effect of motorcycle lanes on the risky behaviours of motorcyclists has not been comprehensively investigated. The knowledge on such effect of motorcycle lanes on risky behaviour would be helpful for understanding the aggregated level effects of introduction of motorcycle lanes on traffic accidents including motorcycle crashes, and for designing appropriate motorcycle lanes for reducing the accidents as much as possible.

1.2 Risky Behaviours and Psychological Theories

Motorcycle accidents are often associated with the motorcyclists’ risky behaviours, such as speeding and neglecting to wear a helmet. Speeding has been widely noted in previous research as one of the potential risky behaviours that could cause an accident not only for car drivers but also for motorcyclists (Aarts and Schagen 2006; Haglund and Aberg 2000; Fell 1976). In addition, Elliott et al. (2007) developed the Motorcycle Risk Questionnaire (MRBQ) and found that speed was a crash liability to the motorcyclists. The desire to speed on motorcycles was found to be similar to the desire to speed in cars. However, motorcycle crashes were more fatal. In addition, helmet usage is another important factor that needs to be addressed to reduce motorcycle fatalities. In Malaysia, helmet usage is now mandatory. Implementation of this law led to a 30% reduction in motorcycle fatalities and injuries (Supramaniam et al. 1984). Despite the law, helmets are reported as still less worn in certain areas (Krishnan 1995; Kulanthayan et al. 2001; Umar 2006). In other regions such as Vietnam, research regarding the relationship of helmet usage and road hierarchy found that motorcyclists were more likely to use a helmet when riding on a national road rather than on provincial roads (Hung et al. 2006). This phenomenon might have to do with enforcement of the helmet law on national roads.

According to Groeger and Rotthengatter (1998), it is essential to understand the psychological factors that instigating the road users’ likeliness to involve with risky behaviours. In addition, Chesam et al. (1993) also suggested that an in-depth investigation of motorcyclist psychology and behaviours could help to figure out the internal factors that influenced the risky events.

For example, the Theory of Planned Behaviour that developed by Ajzen (1991) has been widely used in studies related to risky behaviours. Among three important elements in this theory, which are; attitude, subjective norms and perceived behavioural control, only two of them were highlighted in recent study. According to Theory of Planned Behaviour, attitude is the degree of favourable or unfavourable appraisal of the objective behaviour. Meanwhile, perceived behavioural control is the degree of ease or difficulty of performing the objective behaviour. This theory has influenced many studies on risky behaviours (Elliot et al. 2003; Warner and Aberg 2006)

Another robust theory that focuses on human behaviour is the Normative Social Influence Theory (Asch, 1956). This theory relates the social influences to behavioural changes of a person that influenced by perception of the actions of other people and society in general. The action of changing the behaviour for this theory is called as conformity. Conformity strategy is the process in social norms which people beliefs or behaviours are influenced by peer pressure or unconscious compulsion. Several studies on road users’ behaviours supported the theory and demonstrated that the level of conformity increased when pressure from other people increased (Caldi and Trost 1998; Zhou et al. 2009). Another psychological theory is the Norm Activation Theory, which concentrates on moral obligation context. Schwartz (1977) found that a measure of moral obligation aids in predicting behaviour and is particularly useful for recognizing participants that feel responsible. This theory has been used to measure the influence of altruism toward certain social awareness in previous studies (Choocharukul et al. 2006; Fuji and Van, 2009). Meanwhile, to investigate fear and worry related to risk taking, it is important to define human perception toward danger. Thus, the perception of risk theory is an important psychological theory related to human behaviour (Adams 1995; Slovic 2000; Wilde 2001). The theory suggests that people have a preferred level of risk where they are willing to accept and that they adjust their behaviour to maintain that preferred level of risk.
For example, as the risk increases, so does their caution toward risk. The theories that have been described above were used in many studies involving driver behaviours. However, there is still and need for a robust experimental understanding of the psychological characteristics that effect motorcyclists in developing countries. Therefore, the aim of this study was to identify the psychological factors that affecting speeding and neglect helmet actions in different types of motorcycle lanes. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. First, brief introduction is presented that covers the types of motorcycle lanes in Malaysia, the investigated risky behaviours and the psychological factors that motivated this study. The next section explains the methodology, which included a survey and a statistical analysis. This is followed by empirical results and discussion sections. Finally the paper is concluded with suggestions for future study.

### 2.0 METHODOLOGY

#### 2.1 Survey

From June to August, 2009, a self-reported survey was conducted of motorcyclists that used exclusive motorcycle lanes, inclusive motorcycle lanes and paved shoulders in Malaysia. This survey was designed to examine the psychological influence on risky motorcycling behaviours. Motorcyclists were randomly selected and 600 questionnaires were distributed in three specific locations. Each motorcyclist was asked to answer the questions and 595 questionnaires were returned for a respondent rate of 96%. However, after excluding missing data, only 575 complete sets of answers were available, 265 answers from motorcyclists on paved shoulders, 159 from inclusive lanes and 151 from exclusive lanes. 34% of the respondents were 16-20 years old, 29% were 21-25 years old, and 37% were more than 25 years old. 90% of the respondents used engines capacities of 70-135cc while 3% of respondents rode 250cc and larger motorcycles. In general, most of the respondents were male (78.4% male and 21.6% female). The questionnaire was designed to provide an objective study based on previous research that included measurements of risky behaviour, desire to speed, attitude, perceived behavioural control, perceived danger, fear of being caught, moral obligation and perception of others’ behaviour. The primary dependent variables in the questionnaire were speeding and neglect to wear a helmet. The respondents were asked to answer the questions “For past a month, your frequency of riding with speed exceeding 60km/h is...” and “For past a month, your frequency of riding without using helmet is...” based the answer scale “never, seldom, usually and always.” The distribution of answers related to risky s is shown in Table 1.

#### Table 1 Distribution scores, means and standard deviations of risky behaviours

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Risky behaviour</th>
<th>Type of lane</th>
<th>Never</th>
<th>Seldom</th>
<th>Usually</th>
<th>Always</th>
<th>M/SD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Speeding</td>
<td>Exclusive</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>2.81/0.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Inclusive</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>2.71/0.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Paved shoulder</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>2.39/0.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neglect helmet</td>
<td>Exclusive</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>1.64/0.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Inclusive</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1.70/1.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Paved shoulder</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1.76/1.04</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In order to acquire information regarding psychological indicators, the questions regarding the psychological factors are shown in Table 2. The answers for the questions for attitude, perceived behavioural control, perceived danger, fear of being caught and moral obligation were answered using the Likert Scale of “strongly agree, agree, disagree and strongly disagree.” Meanwhile, to measure motorcyclists’ perceptions of other peoples’ behaviours, the respondents were asked to estimate the percentages of other motorcyclists that were involved in risky s with scale “0-20%, 30-40%, 50%, 60-70%, 80-100%.” In addition, respondents were asked to state their desired riding speed with scale “<60km/h, 60-80km/h, 80-100km/h, >100km/h.”

#### Table 2 Questions of psychological determinants for speeding and not wearing helmet

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Psychological determinants</th>
<th>Speeding</th>
<th>Not wearing helmet</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Attitude toward speeding / neglect helmet</td>
<td>Speeding over the speed limit is enjoyable for me</td>
<td>Wearing a helmet is not enjoyable for me</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceived behavioural control toward speeding/neglect helmet</td>
<td>It is hard to control myself from riding at a speed that exceeds the speed limit</td>
<td>It is hard for me to wear the helmet while riding the motorcycle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceived danger of speeding/neglect helmet</td>
<td>For me, riding over the speed limit is dangerous</td>
<td>For me, riding without wearing helmet is dangerous</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fear of being caught while speeding/neglect helmet</td>
<td>I fear to be caught by police while I speed excessively</td>
<td>I fear be caught by police while I ride without using the helmet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moral obligation toward speed limit/helmet usage</td>
<td>In my opinion, one ought to ride a motorcycle with the appropriate speed limit</td>
<td>In my opinion, one ought to wear a helmet when riding a motorcycle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceived others’ behaviour speeding/ neglect helmet</td>
<td>In my opinion, the percentage of motorcyclists speeding over the speed limit is...</td>
<td>In my opinion, the percentages of motorcyclists that not using the helmet is...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Desire to speed</td>
<td>My actual desire speed is...</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2.2 Statistical Analysis

In this study, structural equation modeling (SEM) in LISREL 8.53 by Joreskorg and Sorkom (2001) was used for statistical analysis. Several goodness-of-fit statistics were used to judge the fit and validity of the estimated model. The goodness-of-fit index (GFI) and the root mean square error of approximation (RMSEA) were evaluated as absolute fit measures, while the normed fit index (NFI) and the comparative fit index (CFI) were taken as incremental fit indexes. As a rule of thumb, a model with NFI and CFI values greater than 0.90 is considered satisfactory, whereas the conventional values of RMSEA are below 0.10 for most acceptable models (Hair et al. 2006). However, RMSEA below 0.08 would indicate a good fit of the models. The conceptual diagram for structural equation model in this study is shown in Figure 1.

3.0 RESULTS

3.1 Descriptive Analysis

Table 3 Means and standard deviations of psychological factors for speeding and not using a helmet

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Risky behaviour</th>
<th>Psychological determinants</th>
<th>Exclusive lane M/SD</th>
<th>Inclusive lane M/SD</th>
<th>Paved shoulder M/SD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Speeding</td>
<td>Attitude toward speeding</td>
<td>2.15/0.96</td>
<td>2.63/1.01</td>
<td>3.12/0.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Perceived behavioural control toward speeding</td>
<td>2.02/0.86</td>
<td>2.55/0.96</td>
<td>2.65/0.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Perception of danger toward speeding</td>
<td>1.99/0.96</td>
<td>1.81/0.94</td>
<td>1.56/0.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fear of being caught while speeding</td>
<td>1.82/0.81</td>
<td>1.75/0.78</td>
<td>1.66/0.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Moral obligation toward not speeding</td>
<td>1.74/0.80</td>
<td>1.66/0.78</td>
<td>1.60/0.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Perception others speeding</td>
<td>2.79/0.78</td>
<td>2.74/0.76</td>
<td>2.65/0.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Desire to speed</td>
<td>2.98/0.85</td>
<td>2.46/0.95</td>
<td>1.87/0.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not using helmet</td>
<td>Attitude toward neglect helmet</td>
<td>3.11/0.82</td>
<td>3.19/0.74</td>
<td>2.91/0.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Perceived behavioural control toward neglect helmet</td>
<td>2.99/0.75</td>
<td>2.99/0.75</td>
<td>3.17/0.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Perception of danger toward neglect helmet</td>
<td>1.46/0.67</td>
<td>1.67/0.75</td>
<td>1.81/0.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fear of being caught while neglect helmet</td>
<td>1.64/0.86</td>
<td>1.71/0.83</td>
<td>1.66/0.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Moral obligation toward helmet usage</td>
<td>1.60/0.72</td>
<td>1.52/0.63</td>
<td>1.59/0.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Perceived others neglect helmet</td>
<td>2.09/0.96</td>
<td>2.23/0.99</td>
<td>2.31/0.87</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3 shows the means and standard deviations of psychological variables for three different types of motorcycle lanes. For speeding behaviour, lower mean values for attitude variable indicate that the motorcyclists enjoyed speeding. The result shows that motorcyclists in the exclusive lane were enjoyed speeding more than the motorcyclists in the other two lanes. It is also similar with perceived behavioural control where the lower mean values indicate that the motorcyclists were tended to be more easily involved with speeding, especially for motorcyclists in the exclusive lane. Contrary to the perceived danger and the fear of being caught, the lower mean values indicate motorcyclists’ high perception toward danger while speeding and more afraid of being caught by the authorities while involved with speeding. Meanwhile, for moral obligation variable, the lower mean value for motorcyclists in the paved shoulder shows they have a higher sense of obligate to the speed limit compared with the motorcyclists in the other two lanes. In addition, higher mean values for perception on others’ speeding and desire to speed indicate perception of motorcyclists in the exclusive motorcycle lanes toward other motorcyclists’ speeding behavior was higher than the other two lanes.
Besides, motorcyclists in the exclusive lane also show higher desire to speed than motorcyclists in inclusive lane and paved shoulder. For neglect helmet, the lower mean values for attitude showed that the motorcyclists were likely to use helmet. The results of the mean values for the attitude variable show that motorcyclists in the exclusive lane preferred to use helmet compared to the motorcyclists in the inclusive and exclusive lane. For perceived behavioural control toward helmet, the higher mean value for mean is showed by the paved shoulder. This indicates that the motorcyclists in the paved shoulder felt hard to wear a helmet while riding the motorcycle. Furthermore, mean value for perceived danger in paved shoulder is higher the other two lanes. This indicates that the rider on the paved shoulder tended to perceived less danger while not wearing a helmet. They were also less afraid of being caught by the police while not wearing a helmet. For moral obligation variable, the lowest mean value for paved shoulder indicates that they have the lowest moral obligation to use helmet. Furthermore, the result also shows that while compare to the other two lanes, the motorcyclists in the paved shoulder have higher perception that the other motorcyclists not wearing a helmet while riding.

3.2 Speeding

In this study, the overall goodness of fit for both SEM models was acceptable, as suggested by Kline (1998) and Hu and Bentler (1999). For the speeding behaviour model, the maximum likelihood estimation of the model yielded a $\chi^2$ value of 23.71 with 12 degrees of freedom. The chi-square/d.f of 1.99 was well below the recommended value of 3.00 and the RMSEA value of 0.04 was lower than the upper limit of 0.10. The NFI and CFI values were acceptable and exceed the cutoff value of 0.90.

![Figure 2 Path diagram indicating the determinants of speeding behavior](image)

To remind, in this analysis, type of motorcycle lane was analyzed as dummy variable and paved shoulder was chosen as the control group. The path model for significant relationships of speeding behaviour is shown in Figure 2. The figure shows that the dummy variable of the exclusive lane had a significant positive direct effect on speeding. In addition, this lane also had significant positive indirect effects on speeding through various psychological variables, such as desire to speed, attitude toward speed, perceived behavioural control and perceived speeding behaviour of others. On the other hand, the dummy variable of inclusive lane had no direct effect but indirectly gave positive effect on speeding behaviour mediated by desire to speed. Moreover, the results from Figure 2 also imply that the motorcyclists perceived other peoples were likely to engage with the speeding action in the exclusive lane rather than in the paved shoulder, thus influencing them to get involved with the same action. The results also indicate that the motorcyclists had high desire to speed, high attitude toward speeding and feel more easiness to accelerate in the exclusive lane than in the paved shoulder. These factors caused the motorcyclists to be more likely speeding in the exclusive lane. Meanwhile, the direct effect by the exclusive lane implies that there should be more other reasons for the motorcyclists’ likeliness to speed in the exclusive lane instead of the factors discussed above.
In addition, the result for dummy variable of inclusive lane in Figure 2 implies that the motorcyclists also had the intention to speed in the inclusive lane. However, the likeliness to speed would only because their stronger desire to accelerate in the inclusive lane rather than in the paved shoulder.

### 3.3 Not wearing a helmet

![Path diagram indicating the determinants of helmet usage](https://example.com/path_diagram)

Regarding the tendency to not wear a helmet, a review of the goodness-of-fit statistic shows that the model provides a reasonably good fit to the data. The maximum likelihood estimation of this model yielded a $\chi^2$ value of 22.62 with 5 degree of freedom. The chi-square/d.f of 1.86 was below the recommended value of 3.00. Meanwhile, the RMSEA value of 0.08 was lower than the upper limit 0.10 with NFI and CFI values exceed the cutoff value of 0.90.

The path model for significant correlations regarding helmet usage is shown in Figure 3. The statistical analysis showed that none of the motorcycle lanes were significantly related to neglecting to wear a helmet except for the indirect relation from the exclusive lane. The dummy variable of exclusive lane was indirectly and negatively affected to not wearing helmet through motorcyclists’ negative attitudes toward helmet usage. The negative attitude variable reveals that the tendency of neglecting to wear a helmet increased while the negative attitude toward helmet usage increased. However, in the exclusive lane, the result shows that the negative attitude toward helmet usage is converse with the paved shoulder. This would be the reason for the respondents’ answers that they would more likely to use the helmet in the exclusive lane.

In the inclusive lane, a significant influence was found between motorcyclists’ perception toward danger and riding without using a helmet. This result indicates that the motorcyclists perceived that neglecting to wear a helmet while riding in the inclusive lane could lead them to danger. However, the perceived danger variable was not significantly related to helmet usage. Perceived behavioural control and perceived behaviour of others also significantly affected helmet usage. The standardized coefficient values show that perceived behaviour of others had the strongest relationship with helmet usage. This indicated that the perception that most other riders wore a helmet increased motorcyclists’ tendencies to wear their helmet. Meanwhile, the positive coefficient of perceived behavioural control implied that those who found it difficult to comply with helmet usage laws would have an increased tendency to abandon the helmet.

### 4.0 DISCUSSION

In Malaysia, motorcycle lanes have been constructed to segregate motorcyclists from other motor vehicles. This study examined the effects of different types of motorcycle lanes on motorcyclists’ psychological factors and their risky behaviours. The investigated risky behaviours, such as speeding and neglecting to wear a helmet, were chosen due to the increased risk of motorcycle fatality associated with each action (Chang et al. 2007; Lin, Chang et al. 2003; Haglund et al. 2000; Pang et al. 1999). Findings from this study demonstrated that the exclusive motorcycle lane had the highest impact on encouraging the speeding behaviour, followed by the inclusive lane and then the paved shoulder. Meanwhile, the findings were reversed for helmet usage. Motorcyclists tended to abandon the helmet most frequently while riding on the paved shoulder, followed by the inclusive lane and then the exclusive lane. Results from the structural equation model revealed that only the exclusive lane was found to significantly affect the speeding behaviour directly.
This finding indicated that when using the exclusive lane, motorcyclists tend to speed. This is congruent with a previous study that found speeding to be preferable in an environment where the road is straight, wide and perceived as safe (Goldenbeld and Schagen, 2007). In addition, the exclusive motorcycle lane is totally separated from other motorists. This special condition might have increased motorcyclists’ perceptions of safety. In this study, perception of safety was explained by the perceived danger variable. Compared to the exclusive lane, motorcyclists perceived more danger while speeding on paved shoulders. This might be because other vehicles can intrude on the paved shoulder. Motorcyclists’ tendencies to engage in risky behaviours were also mediated by psychological factors, which are described in the paragraphs below. The perception of others’ behaviours was the strongest influencing psychological factor for the speeding model. This finding revealed that motorcyclists tended to perceive that other motorcyclists were likely to speed. This perception influenced motorcyclists to engage in the same action. This finding has been demonstrated in several other studies (Fleiter et al. 2010; Forward 2009; Rosenbloom 2009; Yechiam 2008). The same psychological factor also had the strongest impact on helmet usage. However, the variable was not related to motorcycle lane type.

In addition, attitude and perceived behavioural control were also found to be significantly related to both risky behaviors. Negative attitudes and perceived control toward speeding were mediated between the exclusive lane and by speeding. Both factors are the elements in Theory of Planned Behaviour, which has been proven to be the main factor influencing the existence of a in previous studies (De Pelsmacker and Janssens 2007; Elliot et al. 2003; Warner et al. 2006). For the helmet usage model, negative attitudes toward using a helmet mediated the relationship between paved shoulder and helmet usage. Meanwhile, the relationship between perceived behavioral control and helmet usage was found to have no relationship with motorcycle lane type. For the speeding model, the desire to speed was another affecting factor that mediated the exclusive lane and speeding behaviour relationship. This finding is similar to study by Goldenbeld et al. (2007), which indicated that a higher desire to speed leads to a higher tendency to speed.

5.0 CONCLUSION

Firstly, this recent study revealed that the tendency to speed was increased in exclusive motorcycle lanes. Many previous studies have suggested that road width might influence driving speed (Lewis-Evans and Charlton 2006; Pau and Angius 2001). The findings from this recent study provide additional insight to help researchers, authorities and policy makers figure out the appropriate speed limit for motorcycle lanes. For the time being, the design speed for motorcycle lanes in Malaysia is 60km/h but the motorcyclists’ desired speed was found to be higher. Therefore, in order to overcome the excessive speeding in motorcycle lanes, it is needed to create cues that would enhance motorcyclists’ sense of their speed. The basic idea behind this approach is to applied perceptual modification which is visual illusions stripes across the road with diminishing distance between them. Example of the perceptual modifications that usually installed on the roads are herringbone lane markings and widening the edge lines in the apex of curve.

On the other hand, motorcycle lane types were not found to be directly related to helmet usage. Whether motorcyclists are driving in an urban or rural area and the type of road being used are factors that might have more impact on their helmet usage. (Kulanthayan et al. 2001; Swaddiwudhipong et al. 1998; Hung et al. 2006) Based on findings from psychological influences to risky behaviours in this recent study, it is recommended for future study to investigate the effect of implementing a conformity strategy in order to reduce neglect helmet and speeding behaviours. According to conformity strategy, to increase the propensity to use a helmet, motorcyclists should be persuaded that other motorcyclists tend to comply with helmet usage laws. The same strategy might also be applied to reducing the excessive speeding action.
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